
Guidance/FAQ’s regarding Other Support, Foreign Components, and Financial Conflicts 
of Interest 
 
NIH offers FAQ’s on Foreign Components and Financial Conflict of Interest (FCOI) 
 
NIH defines a foreign institution as an organization located in a country other than the United 
States and its territories that is subject to the laws of that country, regardless of the citizenship 
of the proposed PD/PI. 
 
NSF requires a list of Collaborators and Other Affiliations with every proposal submission. 
Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) have been developed for assistance in completion of the 
template.  All collaborators, including foreign components should be included on this form. 
 
What are some examples of a “significant element of a project” when making 
determinations regarding a foreign component? 
The recipient institution should evaluate the element of the project that is being conducted 
outside of the United States within the context of the project, as a whole, when making 
determinations about significance. If a determination to add a foreign component is being made, 
the sponsored research office must be notified immediately before adding the foreign 
component to the project. 
 
Examples of activities that may be considered a significant element of the project include, but 
are not limited to: 

• collaborations with investigators at foreign institutions anticipated to result in co-
authorship on publications 

• use of facilities or instrumentation at a foreign site 

• receipt of financial support on resources from a foreign entity 
 

Does work being conducted in the United States ever count as a foreign component? 
Generally, no. The first step in determining if an element or segment of an NIH-funded project 
constitutes a foreign component is to evaluate whether the work is being conducted in a foreign 
country. If not, then it is considered other support and must be reported. In all cases, recipients 
are encouraged to discuss specifics, in advance, with your Grants Management Officer 
regarding proper classification of Other Support and Foreign Components. 
 
I am a PI on an NIH award to a domestic university. I will have a visiting fellow joining my 
lab whose salary will be supported by a foreign university. Do I need NIH prior approval 
before the fellow can work on my NIH funded research? 
Since specific circumstances may vary, it would be best to alert OSR before bringing on any 
visiting staff from foreign institutions of any sort. They will then speak with the NIH Grants 
Management Specialist assigned to your project. 
 
Information on Financial Conflicts of Interests (FCOI): 
The PHS/NIH FCOI regulations have not changed. Some quick reminders about COI: 

• Any related income (including but not limited to honorarium, reimbursed or supported 
travel) from any government, university or research center outside of the United States 
must be reported on your project specific COI disclosure form. 

• Any related external role (compensated or uncompensated) with any entity must be 
reported on your project specific COI disclosure form. 

https://grants.nih.gov/faqs#/other-support-and-foreign-components.htm
https://www.nsf.gov/bfa/dias/policy/coa/faqs_coatemplateaug2020.pdf


• If not related to a specific project and you are a PHS/NIH funded researcher, travel may 
otherwise be reported through the general COI Travel Disclosure.  For assistance in 
deciding whether the travel has to be reported, please use the COI Decision Tree. 

 
Florida Gulf Coast University strongly supports and encourages international collaboration and 
will value partnerships with universities and other organizations worldwide. It is important that all 
faculty and staff members understand the concerns being raised and how we can partner 
together to address them. 
 
Any applicant to NIH and NSF must: 
 
1. List all positions and scientific appointments both domestic and foreign held by senior/key 

personnel that are relevant to an application including affiliations with foreign entities or 
governments. This includes titled academic, professional, or institutional appointments 
whether or not remuneration is received, and whether full-time, part-time, or voluntary 
(including adjunct, visiting, or honorary). 
 

2. Report all resources and other support for all individuals designated in an application as 
senior/key personnel – including for the program director/principal investigator (PD/PI) and 
for other individuals who contribute to the scientific development or execution of a project in 
a substantive, measurable way, whether or not they request salaries or compensation. 
Information must be provided about all current support for ongoing projects, irrespective of 
whether such support is provided through the applicant organization, through another 
domestic or foreign organization, or is provided directly to an individual that supports the 
senior/key personnel’s research efforts. 
 

3. Report all current projects and activities that involve senior/key personnel, even if the 
support received is only in-kind (e.g. office/laboratory space, equipment, supplies, 
employees). All research resources including, but not limited to, foreign financial support, 
research or laboratory personnel, lab space, scientific materials, selection to a foreign 
“talents” or similar-type program, or other foreign or domestic support must be reported. 
 

4. Provide the total award amount for the entire award period covered (including facilities and 
administrative costs), as well as the number of person-months (or partial person-months) 
per year to be devoted to the project by the senior/key personnel involved. 
 

All pending support at the time of application submission and prior to award for NIH must be 
reported using “Just-in-Time Procedures” by providing all information indicated above. 
Applicants are responsible for promptly notifying NIH of any substantive changes to previously 
submitted Just-in-Time information up to the time of award, including “Other Support” changes 
that must be assessed for budgetary or scientific overlap. Further, if other support, as described 
as above, is obtained after the initial NIH award period, from any source either through the 
institution or directly to senior/key personnel, the details must be disclosed in the annual 
research performance progress report (RPPR). Post-award, recipients must address any 
substantive changes by submitting a prior approval request to NIH in accordance with the 
NIHGPS section on “Administrative Requirements—Changes in Project and Budget—NIH 
Standard Terms of Award.” 
 
 
 
 



Foreign Components 
NIH requires recipients to determine whether activities it supports include a foreign component, 
defined as: The existence of any “significant scientific element or segment of a project” outside 
of the United States, in other words 
 
1. performance of work by a researcher or recipient in a foreign location, whether or not NIH 

grant funds are expended and/or 
2. performance of work by a researcher in a foreign location employed or paid for by a foreign 

organization, whether or not NIH grant funds are expended. 
 

If a recipient determines that a portion of the project will be conducted outside of the U.S., the 
recipient then will need to determine if the activities are considered significant. If both criteria are 
met, then there is a foreign component. To aide with what may be considered significant, click 
on the FAQ link below.  The addition of a foreign component to an ongoing NIH grant continues 
to require NIH prior approval, as outlined in the NIHGPS, Section 8.1.2 , Prior Approval 
Requirements. 
 
If an activity does not meet the definition of foreign component because all research is being 
conducted within the United States, but there is a non-U.S. resource that supports the research 
of an investigator and/or researcher, it must be reported as other support. 
 
For example, if a PD/PI of an NIH-funded grant has a collaborator outside of the U.S. who 
performs experiments in support of the PD/PI’s NIH-funded project, this would constitute a 
foreign component, regardless of whether the foreign collaborator receives funding from the 
PD/PI’s grant. Additional funding from a foreign source for the NIH-supported research of a 
PD/PI at a U.S. institution would not constitute a foreign component but would necessitate 
reporting as other support. 
 
Financial Conflict of Interest 
This notice also reminds the extramural community of the requirements in 42 CFR Part 50, 
Subpart F, Objectivity of Research. This regulation, also known as the FCOI regulation, 
specifies the minimum requirements for investigators to disclose to their institution their 
significant financial interests. As outlined previously in NOT-OD-18-160 , the requirement to 
disclose includes financial interests received from a foreign entity. This requirement is distinct 
and in addition to the reporting of other support and foreign components to the NIH. 
 
The FCOI regulation acknowledges that an applicant/recipient’s policy on financial conflicts of 
interest may have standards that are more stringent than those in the regulation, e.g., that 
require a more extensive disclosure of financial interests, in which case the institution shall 
adhere to its policy and shall provide FCOI reports to NIH regarding identified financial conflicts 
of interest in accordance with its own standards and with the protocol specified in the regulation. 
 
Reporting a Threat – See the Defense Security Service National Counterintelligence and 
Security Center Reporting the Threat. 
 

https://grants.nih.gov/grants/policy/nihgps/HTML5/section_8/8.1.2_prior_approval_requirements.htm?Highlight=prior%20approval
https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-OD-18-160.html
https://grants.nih.gov/grants/glossary.htm#Institution


DEFENSE SECURITY SERVICE 
NATIONAL COUNTERINTELLIGENCE AND SECURITY CENTER 

REPORTING THE THREAT 

>>  MISHANDLING OF CLASSIFIED INFORMATION 

 Removing or sending classified material out of 
secured areas without proper authorization 

 Unauthorized copying, printing, faxing, emailing, or 
transmitting classified material 

 Transmitting or transporting classified information by 
unsecured or unauthorized means 

 Unauthorized storage of classified material, including 
storage at home 

 Reading or discussing classified information in an 
unauthorized area or over a non-secure 
communication device 

 Improperly removing or changing classification 
markings 

 Attempting to expand access to classified information 
by volunteering for assignments or duties beyond the 
normal scope of responsibilities 

>>  MISUSE OF COMPUTER SYSTEMS 

 Unauthorized network access 

 Unauthorized email traffic to foreign destinations 

 Password cracking, key logging, encryption, 
steganography, privilege escalation, and account 
masquerading 

 Use of DoD account credentials by unauthorized 
parties 

 Unexplained storage of encrypted data 

 Network spillage incidents or information 
compromise 

 

 Unauthorized transmissions of classified or controlled 
unclassified information 

 Data exfiltrated to unauthorized domains affecting 
classified information, systems or cleared individuals 

 Actual or attempted unauthorized access into U.S. 
automated information systems 

 Tampering with or introducing unauthorized 
elements into information systems 

 Unexplained user accounts, administrator accounts, 
and expansion of network privileges 

>>  SUSPICIOUS CYBER INCIDENTS 

 Advanced techniques and/or advanced evasion 
techniques, which imply a sophisticated adversary 

 Pre-intrusion aggressive port scanning  

 Denial-of-service attacks or suspicious network 
communication failures 

 Social engineering, electronic elicitation, email 
spoofing, spear phishing, whale phishing, or direct 
questioning, such as through social networking sites 

 Malicious codes or blended threats such as viruses, 
worms, trojans, logic bombs, malware, spyware, or 
browser hijackers, especially those used for 
clandestine data exfiltration 

 Any credible anomaly, finding, observation, or 
indicator associated with other activity or behavior 
that may also be an indicator of terrorism or 
espionage 

 Any cyber activity linked to the law enforcement or 
counterintelligence suspicious indicators provided by 
the FBI, DSS, Defense Intelligence Agency or by any 
other cyber centers 

WHAT TO REPORT 

 Mishandling of Classified Information 

 Misuse of Computer Systems 

 Suspicious Cyber Incidents 

 Foreign Influence 

 Suspicious Contacts 

 Suspicious Financial Activity 

 Recording Devices 



>>  FOREIGN INFLUENCE 

 Undisclosed visits to foreign diplomatic facilities 

 Trips to foreign countries inconsistent with an 
individual’s financial ability  

 Foreign entities targeting employees traveling 
overseas via airport screening or hotel room 
incursions 

 Unreported close and continuing contact with a 
foreign national, including intimate contacts, shared 
living quarters, or marriage  

>>  SUSPICIOUS CONTACTS 

 Requests for information that make an individual 
suspicious, including questionable contacts or 
interaction 

>>  SUSPICIOUS FINANCIAL ACTIVITY 

 Unexplained expensive purchases not reasonably 
supported by the individual’s income 

 Sudden unexplained reversal of a negative financial 
situation or repayment of large debts  

>>  RECORDING DEVICES 

 Unauthorized possession of cameras or recording or 
communication devices in classified areas 

 Discovery of suspected surveillance devices in 
classified areas 

CLEARED INDUSTRY’S ROLE 

The technology and information resident in U.S. cleared 
industry is under constant and pervasive threat from 
foreign intelligence entities seeking to gain the 
technological edge.  

Increased awareness of the targeted information and 
methods of operation used by foreign entities is critical to 
improving our ability to identify and thwart collection 
attempts.  

Timely and accurate reporting from cleared industry is the 
primary tool DSS uses to identify and mitigate collection 
efforts targeting information and technology resident in 
cleared industry.  

Immediately report suspicious activities, behaviors, and 
contacts to your facility security officer. 

REPORTING REQUIREMENTS FOR CLEARED 
COMPANIES 

Report any incidents that meet the thresholds of NISPOM 
paragraphs 1-301, or 1-302a. or b.  

These lists are not all inclusive. Some of the examples are 
also considered security violations or personnel security 
issues, which should be handled in accordance with 
applicable procedures. 

Cleared contractors must also report actual, probable, or 
possible espionage, sabotage, terrorism, or subversion 
promptly to the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) and 
DSS (NISPOM 1-301).  

Although this requirement is not directed to unclassified 
information or systems, contractors must report activities 
that otherwise meet the threshold for reporting, including 
activities that may have occurred on its unclassified 
information systems.  (See Industrial Security Letter 2013-
05) 

 

DEFENSE SECURITY SERVICE 
www.dss.mil 
 
NATIONAL COUNTERINTELLIGENCE AND SECURITY CENTER 
www.ncsc.gov 


